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About This Game

Monsters deserve to find love in the world too, right?
Sit down and have a talk with a variety of monsters that are only looking to have a good time. Play your cards right, and maybe
you'll even go home with them. Who knows what will happen after that?
Spend time with 7 different characters. Each one has their own unique quirks and personalities. There are plenty of options to
explore with multiple endings to be seen. Look around and find them all!
The main character is veiled in mystery. Man, woman, gay, straight, hunter, lover, all, none? That's up to you. These characters
have no preferences either, so go in and get whoever you want!
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Pros:
->Really impressive storyline - it makes the campaign very enjoyable, but be warned it takes quite a bit of reading
-> Promising population mechanics, I really enjoy how the villagers can have families and it is fun to watch them interact with
the village
-> Challenging gameplay with production chains that are affected by weather: if winter hits before your grain is done
growing...ouch. Food is tough to gather, and so is stone and iron. Water is also a resource you need to watch. The villager
reproduction rate also makes it challenging because losing one villager is enough to topple the whole system. Some people think
that makes it too hard, I love it.
Cons:
-> The game is buggy. Villagers do not move into houses that lose a family, so you end up with a bunch of homeless people
while there's perfectly good houses sitting around.
-> Farmers do not interact with the fields very well. As far as I can tell, the 'harvest fields prematurely' button doesn't even
work.
-> I had a few cases where merchants stopped showing up, I would have to build a new port or warehouse to bring them back.
-> Limited help. There's not really a 'help' program in the game and there isn't a wiki yet. The campaign will teach you a lot, but
I still don't know if it is possible to demolish a building or not.
Despite the bugs, I would still recommend this game! I've logged almost 7.5 hours so far and I'm still on the campaign. It's a
good, challenging game that will take you time to get through. All of my cons are bugs, and I'm banking on most of the bugs
being fixed by future updates.
Finally, if you're looking at this just because it is 'like Banished', buy it with a grain of salt. Both games have you building
settlements from the ground up, but Villagers focuses more on the story/campaign and less on the sandbox mode..
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=yOh7V6WlfIM
..Quagmire!. A cute, story-driven puzzle game designed for an all-ages audience. The puzzles themselves are logical and fairly
straightforward, rewarding the player with cute animations and scenes from a light romance and mystery story that, while not
Shakespeare, are still amusing to watch.
It is short, and it's no Incredible Machine-- if you're looking for something really challenging or based on Rube Goldberg
contraptions, you won't find it here. If you want something that will tickle your brain rather than tease it mercilessly, give this
one some consideration.. It should probably only be 5 dollars at most, 15 dollars is fricking insane and is the equivalent of
charging $15 for a unit pack in a strategy game. i dont know how to even play it lmao no instructions
. A pretty good shmup game, 8\/10
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I own a physical copy of the game with the expansion and i consider my self an experienced player.After getting used to the
interface the game is great, plays fast, and there are a lot of players to play online.Higly recommened.. A puzzle platformer with
175 levels, 8 game modes and a good soundtrack with an editable playlist. As other reviewers wrote controls are a bit oversensitive. The game leaves not much else to desire. Innoquous has clean visuals and many options available you won't find in
similar games.
. A really good digital version of a really good tabletop board game.
No loading or downtime.
I hope the expansions gets added sometime in the future.. The promotion didnt do it justice, graphics are better, gameplay is
better.
I love the new physics, this is what the tt game should have been!!
Ignore the people saying the mechanics are awful, as long as you have a controller the game is faaaar better than 17
9/10. Clearly, I would rather avoid this Game. The beat maschine is sh*t and most the Tracks I used, didn't actual affect the
game at all.
It's more listening to music, while playing a mediocre Puzzle game.
Barely worth the 0,99 cents I paid...
Quick Note:
Thanks for supporting the project, everyone! It really means a lot to me, and it's really encouraging me to keep doing what I'm
doing.
I have a special note for those of you that have played the visual novel before. When you load it up from Steam, your data may
carry over from your previous play. To prevent that, you'll wanted to navigate to your '%APPDATA\RenPy\' (Macintosh:
$HOME/Library/RenPy/ or Linux: $HOME/.renpy/) and delete the entire MHFL folder stored there. If you launch the game
from Steam before doing this and it is an issue, you'll need to navigate to MonsterHuntingForLove\game\saves and delete the
save files there, along with the folder store within the APPDATA folder.
It shouldn't be an issue, but just in case anyone encounters this. On top of that, there is the reset button in the Preferences of the
game too, in case you need to reset for other reasons.
Thanks,
DyneWulf
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